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Enhancements 
English eGOS Integration with a signature pad for English eGOS signatures 

English eGOS When a claim was rejected, retracted and resubmitted the 

original rejection and error codes are still visible after the 2nd 

submission giving a lack of clarity about the claim status. 

Now, when you press the submit button, it clears the last 

status from deferred payments, and it clear the last status on 

the individual claim but keeps the audit tracking. 

Scottish electronic 

Claims 

You can now press enter in the Scottish GOS1 progress 

notes. 

English eGOS Increased checks on validation of collection date for column 

1 on the eGOS. 

English eGOS The i-Clarity validation on the GOS1 has been amended so 

under 16 eligibility reason can be selected if the patient is 

16. This is relevant if they had the exam when they were 15 

but submission was after 16th birthday. 

 

English eGOS eGOS4 claim form has been introduced into the English i-

Clarity. 

 

Scottish electronic 

Claims 

Scottish claims can now be stamped with rejection codes in 

deferred payments module. 
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Fixes 
Bug The removal of the ability to have two prescriptions dated the same 

day. One through the Spec Rx page and one through the clinical 

module. 

Bug On the eGOS3 the tick box for prism and tint have been 

replaced with a drop-down selection for the quantity of prisms 

or tints supplied.  

 

 
 

Bug The retrospective discount bug was causing a issue with the 

spectacle order value on all spectacle orders. 
Bug If you used the replace user function, the optometrist on ALL 

other exams records was changed to the optometrist used in 

the replacement. 
Bug The receipt description field on lens spreadsheet had to be 

completed for the spreadsheet to import, now no longer a 

required field. 

Bug Extending an appointment was failing in the following scenario. 

Slot 1 + Slot 2 = the correct amount, but Slot 1 is shorter than 

Slot 2 and there is a booked appointment straight after slot 2. 

e.g. Slot 1 is 20 mins, Slot 2 is 40 mins. There is a booked 

appt after slot 2.  
 

 


